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T HE P ERF ORM A NCE.
T HE DE SIGN.
T HE M A NUFA C T URING.
T HE ULT IM AT E.
B A UER F LY REEL S
are not defined by a single attribute, but rather, by the
remarkable combination of unequalled performance,
striking aesthetics and precision manufacturing.

Together, these qualities yield a noteworthy expression
of form and function. Bauer fly reels are created to

redefine your perception of quality while surpassing
your expectations in every angling situation.

A BENCHM A RK . W H Y ?

RVR

Specialized trout reels representing
the pinnacle of modern reel technology:
5-Axis machined and double anodized
to provide superior performance.
No other fly reels can come close.
Featuring our fully sealed zero start up
inertia carbon fiber disk drag system.
5 RVR Models: 2/3, 4/5, 6/7, EN, MS

RX

Beautiful freshwater and saltwater reels
featuring the best of 3-Axis machining
to provide superior performance.
Powerful dial drag located on opposite
side from handle. Featuring our fully
sealed zero start up inertia carbon fiber
disk drag system.
10 Models: RX Freshwater 3wt-7wt, RX
Saltwater 6wt-13wt

R X SP E Y

Beautiful solid back Spey reels designed
to perfectly balance two-handed rods.
Feature a traditional, solid black polished
hardback frame and large diameter
spool to assure quick line pickup and
ample capacity Accommodates your
line of choice, from Skagit to Scandi and
traditional long belly Spey lines.
3 Models: RX Spey: 6wt-10wt

A Bauer Fly Reel is a benchmark against which all others are judged.
It is an amazing, precision-manufactured fly fishing tool made with

aerospace tolerances and to our exacting standards. Dependability day

in and day out is the hallmark of a perfectly made product. We assemble
every fly reel by hand in Montana assuming that today you’ll catch the
fish of your lifetime. You’ll be ready. Today, and every day after that.

T HE B A UER DIF F ERENCE.
C AT CH MORE F ISH.

We work with the best specialty machine shops in the U.S. and around the world to ensure that every part

is precision made to our exact specs before being assembled by hand here in Twin Bridges, Montana – the
same place we make all Winston fly rods.

OUR “ZERO BACKL ASH” CLUTCH

FULLY-SE ALED CARBON FIBER

AEROSPACE QUALIT Y,

You don’t know smooth like this. Experience the

DRAG SYSTEM

PRECISION MANUFACTURING

incredibly smooth Bauer drag.

A truly remarkable drag system.

A fly reel is a critical piece of fishing equipment that must

Carbon Fiber is the perfect choice for a fly reel drag. Unlike

“Bauer reels are precision-machined to tolerances down

‘zero backlash’ clutch engages seamlessly, allowing the

And, unlike polymers, carbon isn’t affected by temperature

aluminum and stainless steel for maximum strength and

work reliably and instill angler confidence. Our unique

line to strip off the reel with a silky- smooth feel. The clutch
mechanism is built from non-corrosive materials, making

it far more durable than systems commonly used in other
reels. Zero startup inertia means the line smoothly rolls

off the reel at the start of the first run just as it does on the
last for a consistent dependable performance every time.
The result: catch more fish.

cork, its performance is not dependent on lubrication.
changes. Our drag system is fully sealed, requires no

maintenance, and delivers smooth, consistent performance.
From big browns to steelhead to GTs to Tarpon, when you’ve
hooked into something that requires a drag, this is the drag
that’s required. The result: catch more fish.

to 1/1OOOth of an inch from aerospace quality bar stock
corrosion resistance. The spool and carbon fiber drag system
rotate on sealed, precision stainless steel ball bearings. All
reels feature our unique smooth, fully sealed, zero start up

inertia carbon disk drag. Every Bauer reel comes with a lifetime
warranty. The manufacturing is flawless. and come with a
lifetime warranty. The result: catch more fish.

RESIN - IMPREGN AT ED
WOOD H A NDL ES
Our beautiful, custom-turned handles won’t

shrink or swell and are 100% saltwater safe.

F ISHES A S S T EL L A R A S I T L OOK S.

THE

SERIES

L OOK S A S S T EL L A R A S I T F ISHES.

NE W RV R RE E L S
SP EC I A LI Z ED T RO U T F ISHING REEL S
Our new RVR reels are optimized specifically for trout fishing applications. Each reel is perfectly balanced using

a specific arbor diameter, line capacity, torque, and weight for whatever trout fishing you do. Each RVR reel also
features our incredible, fully-sealed, butter-smooth carbon fiber zero start up inertia drag system.

RVR 2/3
Small streams and spring creeks are the ideal waters for 2 and 3wt. fishing. You’re not likely to ever need 70 yards
of backing here, or a drag capable of stopping a steelhead. What you will need is a lightweight reel designed with the
smaller capacity and perfect drag for those very special angling situations.
RVR 4/5
The line and backing capacity, drag and weight of this reel have been appropriately designed for the more sizeable trout,
larger water, longer casts and more varied techniques associated with 4 and 5wt rods. Whether you’re fishing a floating
line or a light sink tip, whether fishing dries or wets, this is the ideal reel.
RVR 6/7
A larger reel for the heavier line weights used when targeting trophy fish with large, wind-resistant or heavy flies.
The increased backing capacity is more than sufficient to handle even the longest running trout. Intended applications
are streamer fishing with floating or sink-tip lines, stillwater angling with floating, intermediate and full-sinking lines,
as well as handling the aggressively-tapered lines needed to turn over large dry flies, poppers, articulated streamers,
and double nymph rigs.
EURO-NYMPH
“The super large arbor of this reel design addresses the unique capacity requirements of the level lines used in Europeanstyle nymphing. The spool size and capacity is optimized for the reduced volume of level lines, and a full frame prevents the
line from slipping out between the frame and spool. The result is an ultra-light design for highly technical nymphing.
High-stickers, your reel has arrived.
MICROSPEY
Specifically designed for Micro Spey angling, this reel handles 3, 4, and 5 weight spey lines. This model features a full
frame to prevent thin running line from slipping out of the reel. The weight of this reel has been carefully considered to
balance the longer, two-handed rods used for Trout Spey. Reel capacities accommodate the wide variety of Scandi
and Skagit style lines available.

					MSRP
MODEL
DIAMETER
LINE WT
CAPACITY		
REEL

SPOOL		
PRICE

RVR 2/3

3.15 in

2/3 wt

WF3+(50yd 20#)		

$695

$315

RVR 4/5

3.54 in

4/5 wt

WF5+(75yd 20#)		

$725

$325

RVR 6/7

3.94 in

6/7 wt

WF7+(100yd 20#))		

$755

$350

RVR EN

3.74 in

2/3/4 wt

Level Line+(100yd 20#)		

$755

$325

RVR MS
3.94 in
3/4/5 wt
			

Skagit 360 grain
+(100yd 20#)		

$755

$350

5-AXIS MACHINED
We have been in development on the RVR reels for more than two years. We started
with a groundbreaking and beautifully modern design and quickly found out how
challenging it is to machine a reel of this complexity. No one had never seen anything like
it. The complexity and double anodized design of the RVR would prove too difficult to
achieve on a conventional 3-Axis machine, so we sought out the newest 5-Axis machines
available. The result speaks for itself.

OPTIONS:

RVR Trout reels are midnight black with gold trim. RVR Euro-Nymph reels feature white, laser-marked accents.
RVR Microspey reels feature “blackout” design with white accent ring on back.

M A DE W I T H CA RBON, A LUMINUM,
A ND T H AT R A REST OF ELEMEN T S:

THE

SERIES

PASSION.

RX REELS
PRECISION. PERFORM A NCE. PERFEC T ION.
Featuring awesome performance, superb quality and a beautiful, contemporary aesthetic,

RX trout, saltwater and Classic Spey reels represent the pinnacle of manufacturing and design,
and redefine smooth and reliable.

RX 1,2,3,4
Smaller, lightweight reels that can handle lines 2wt through 8wt and are ideal for all freshwater
applications, as well as light salt. Perfect for trout, smallmouth bass, bonefish and other species.
RX 5,6,7
These larger RX reels were designed to handle and subdue extremely powerful fish such as tarpon,
peacock bass, dorado, permit and other hard fighters that will quickly prove whether a reel is up
to the task. They feature stronger seals, a more powerful structure and a drag system that features
multiple carbon discs and 5X the surface area for maximum stopping power and control.

								

COLOR OPTIONS:

RX Reels are available with a Black frame, Gold hub and three spool color choices:
Black, Dark Green or Charcoal/Graphite.

					
MODEL
DIAMETER
WT
LINE WT
CAPACITY

MSRP
REEL

SPOOL 		
PRICE			

RX1

3.00 in

3.5 oz

3/4/5 wt

WF5+(55yd.20#)

$495

RX2

3.25 in

3.8 oz

4/5/6 wt

WF5+(100yd. 20#)

$525

$240			

RX3

3.50 in

4.2 oz

5/6/7 wt

WF6+(135yd. 20#)

$655

$295			

RX4

3.75 in

5.3 oz

6/7/8 wt

WF7+(175yd. 20#)

$675

$305			

RX5

4.00 in

7.8 oz

7/8/9 wt

WF8+(225yd. 30#)

$755

$340			

RX6

4.25 in

8.6 oz

9/10/11 wt

WF10+(350yd. 30#)

$855

$385			

RX7

4.50 in

9.4 oz

11/12/13 wt

WF12+(450yd. 30#)

$925

$420

$225			

RX SPEY REELS
A N ESSENTIA L COMPONENT OF
SPE Y FISHING SUCCESS.
Specifically designed to balance two-handed or heavier saltwater rods, these reels feature a

more traditional, solid black polished hardback frame. The large diameter spool assures quick
line pickup and ample capacity to accommodate your line of choice, from Skagit to traditional
long belly Spey lines.

COLOR OPTIONS:

RX Spey reels are available with a Black frame, Gold hub and three spool color choices:
Black, Dark Green or Charcoal/Graphite

								
					
MODEL
DIAMETER
WT
LINE WT
CAPACITY

MSRP
REEL

SPOOL			
PRICE		

RX5 SPEY
4 in
9.1 oz
6/7 wt
				

Spey 6/7(175yd. 30#)
$785
$340			
Skagit 400 grain+(150yd.30#)			
		

RX6 SPEY
4.25 in
10.1 oz
7/8 wt
				

Spey 7/8(200yd. 30#)
Skagit 550grain+(185yd 30#)

$885

$385			

RX7 SPEY
4.50 in
11.2 oz
9/10 wt
				

Spey 9/10(225yd. 30#)
Skagit 650 grain+(225yd. 30#)

$955

$420			

THE KE YS, AL ASK A, RUSSIA, ARGENTINA, MONTANA,

BAUER COUNTRY.

500 SOUTH MAIN STREET

T WIN BRIDGES, MT 59754

b a u e r f l y re e l . c o m

